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Islamic Banking - The New
South Africa Beckons

n the business corridors of Grey Street in Durban; Church
Street, Mayfair in Johannesburg; and Long and Plein
Streets in Cape Town, Islamic banking is fast gaining a
foothold. The mood could have been a bit more up-beat but then
in the New South Africa everything is in a state of flux. However,
the prospects for Islamic banking, especially trade finance,
housing and infrastructure development and retail banking are
generally very good.
With the business and manufacturing sectors now opening up
fast and the last obstacles of apartheid being overturned,
Muslim businessmen especially in Durban, Johannesburg,
Pretoria and Cape Town are relishing the prospects (and no
doubt the profits) of entering into the new niche markets of the
new South Africa - so long as the politicians can get their act
together in contiiining the spiral of violence and lack of
confidence.
Mu.slim-owned busincs.scs such as the AM Moolla (AMM)
Group, Melotronics, Prideknii, the Wembley Group, Surgikem
etc have lost no time in adjusting to the new South Africa and
seizing opportunities even on the international markets. AMM,
for instance, recently won a $30m contract to supply garments
and textiles to Russia and Kazakhstan.
While both the Albaraka Bank Ltd (ABL) and the Islamic Bank
Limited (IBL) - the only two Islamic banks in the country already service many Muslim businesses and depositors, it is
clear from discussions with both the banks and businessmen that
the potential for Islamic finance is much greater.
Part of the problem is that neither of the banks have launched
any serious marketing drives to attract depositors and customers
or have explained to the public what Islamic banking is all
about and how it is conducted in a multi-religious society. The
Islamic banks in South Africa to a large extent reflect the
insularity of the local Muslim community, although the signs are
that as the country opens up, the people too are following suit.
South African Muslims can be very cynical especially when
foreigners come in to curry favour. After all, they argue, during
the many years of apartheid, the Muslim worid literally shunned
them, even refusing them visas to visit countries such as the
Gulf states (except Saudi Arabia), Malaysia and Egypt. Also the
quite considerable achievements of South African Muslims
have been done without the help of petro-dollars or largesse
from abroad.
"Does Islamic banking really work? Is it viable?" These are
common questions with which one is confronted in South
Africa. With a population of about five million Muslims and
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many in the business and professional sector, Islamic banks and
investors should tliink seriously before they decide to ignore
Southern Africa.
As elsewhere in the worid, Islamic banking in South Africa is not
onlyattracting Muslim investors,depositorsandbusinesses,butalso
non-Muslim ones. Albaraka in Durban even has a few non-Muslim
shareholders - albeit a small minority - and they have no objection
to their funds being invested or utilised md&r Shariah banking
principles.
South Africa is NOT like the rest of Black Africa. It has both a first
world infrastructure and economy and an informal sector mainly in
the rural areas. It has vast natural resources and great potential in
mining, agriculture and livestock, manufacturing and tourism. Of
course the violence is a very real problem and political risk
considerations must apply, but the South African population mix of
Whites, Cape Malays, Coloureds (mixed-raced people), Indians,
Chinese and Lebanese forms almost half of the total population
of about 32 million, and the majority of these are not going to
flee South Africa. Their commitment appears to be with the new
South Africa.
And likewise, so must be the commitment of Islamic bankers
whether they are in Geneva, Jeddah, Kuwait City, Istanbul, Bahrain
or Kuala Lumpur. The Reserve Bank of South Africa (the Central
Bank) has gone out of its way in recent years to accommodate
Islamic banks under the South African Banking Act, and there are
no reasons why this situation should change come the interim
govemment after next April' s elections.
Even the conventional banking sector, including banks such as
First National, ABSA, Nedbank and Volkskas are aware of the
Islamic banking phenomenon and are monitoring its development.
With Nelson Mandela and the African National Congress (ANC)
last month officiaOy calling for an end to sanctions, countries and
banks can no longer hide behind this excuse.
The Muslims in the new South Africa are a pretty enterprising lot,
but not suprisingly at this critical sUige they need the help and
encouragement of their fellow Muslims worid-wide. Islamic
financial institution can channel one form of help through the
banking system by financing the u-ade, credit, expansion and startups of both Muslim and non-Muslim South Africans. After all, as
one UNIDO economist once put it, "Islamic Banking is one of the
few original conspels to m.erge from the South". The Muslims in
South Africa need Islamic invesunent and retail banking services.
The new South Africa cerutinly can do with every bit of help
especially in the fields of development and other financing. Let us
hope that the Islamic Development Bank (IDB) and the members of
the International Association of Islamic Banks take heed!

T

Different Approaches to Islamic
Banking in South Africa

1 he approaches of
South Africa's two
premier I s l a m i c
banks - Aibaraka Bank
(South Africa) Ltd (ABL)
and the Islamic Bank
Limited (IBL) - with their
combined assets of over
186m rands - could not be
more different.

In their own way both are equally
ideologically committed - ABL to
Shariah banking principles and a
low-key corporate strategy, and IBL
to Shariah banking and the advent of
aBlack govemment. There is a sense
of rivahy between the two camps
although both would deny this. This
is underlined by claims and counterclaims about which one is the first
and largest Islamic bank in South
Africa. Competition of course is a
good thing in any business or financial
services sector, and frankly there is
ample room for both, if not more
players.
While IBL Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) Ebrahim Kharsany refuses the
participation of foreign equity in his
bank, which is owned by local South
African Muslim businessmen and
investors, Albaraka, according to its
CEO Ebrahim Vawda, is a 50:50
owned bank by the Jeddah-based
Albaraka Group, headed by Sheikh
Saleh Kamel and his family, and a
group of prominent South African
Muslim investors and is akeady
creating a niche market especially in
short-term Islamic trade finance
(Morabaha), servicing companies
across the racial and religious
divide.
Mr Kharsany justifies his antiforeign equity investment stance by
saying that IBL will only open up
when 'an ANC govemment is in
power'. He confirms that he has had
a number of enquiries from Islamic
bankers overseas but has so far
refused any equity involvement. Yet
he confirms that IBL does do some

foreign import finance for its clients,
apparently he does not see the contradiction
in refusing foreign equity participation and
financing the foreign trade of some of his
local clients.
Nevertheless, IBL's emphasis is on helping
to finance the development of South Africa
at a local level especially in the vital housing
market, in which it is playing a sizeable and
commendable role. IBL in fact earlier this
year launched a RlOOm housing project in
the Transvaal area, which it is financing
itself.
On the other hand, Ebrahim Vawda
confirmed that: "short-term Morafea/za (costplus financing) is our core business at the
moment, accounting for about 80 per cent of
our activities. The rest is made up of equity
financing and long-term Morabaha
especially in the textiles sector. I think the
prospects are tremendous and we are wellplaced to take advantage of our international
connections.
A "fairly substantial" amount of Islamic
trade finance is with overseas countries
especially the Far East and the European
Community, including Britain, financing the
raw materials and equipment imports of
South Afi-ican firms especially the Asianowned textile firms such as the Durbanbased AMM Group, one of the largest in the
country, and the Johannesburg-based
Prideknit Group. Albaraka sees good
prospects for Islamic trade finance in the
manufacturing and food processing sectors,
especially as trade with new partners in the
Middle East, South East Asia and Africa
increases once relations are fully normalised.
Indeed, at the time of writing, there were
trade delegafions from India, Pakistan,
Thailand, Taiwan, and mainland China
visiting the counuy. Malaysia and Turkey
have also subsequently sent trade missions.
However, Islamic leasing {Ijard) has not
taken off in South Africa because of what is
perceived as unfavourable taxation
requirements. But Albaraka does see
prospects improving, especially for tankers
and shipping. "We have to tailorour activities
according to our resources. In the beginning
we concenu-ated on short-term financing.
There was a confidence factor involved
before investing more capital. Ar.d as
confidencein Islamic U-adefinanceincreased

we built a momentum with it",
explained Mr Vawda.
Albaraka, of course, can draw on
resources from its parent in Jeddah,
but Mr Vawda thinks that the time is
not yet right, given the political
uncertainty in the country due to the
violence and the run up to the
elections next April. This, together
with the fluctuations of the Rand
against the dollar, has made foreign
investors more cautious.
Both IBL and Albaraka are keen to
be seen to be contributing to
development and economic growth
in the new South Africa. And both
Ebrahim Kharsany and Ebrahim
Vawda believe that Islamic trade
and project finance can make a
valuable alternative financing
contribution to development in the
country.
Until recently thecommon complaint
of non-white businesses was that
they could not get enough capital
and creditto finance theirbusinesses,
since the banks were owned by
Whites.
"To ensure growth can be sustained,
financial institutions especially, will
have to direct resources into
reproductive and income-generating
projects which will result in
employment creation," says Mr
Vawda.
The best way to do this is to help
nurture a dynamic small and
medium-sized business sector,
especially the 'informal' Black
sector. This is a departure from
traditional financing activities, but
Islamic banks with their
d e v e l o p m e n t - o r i e n t e d role,
according to Mr Vawda are ideally
placed to help in this sector.
Albaraka, for one, is developing a
number of initiatives for the
development of the informal sector.
In the next issue of NEW
HORIZON, there will be an
indepth interview with Mr Ebrahim
Vawda, Chief Executive Officer of
Albaraka Bank, and a Corporate
Profde of the Islamic Bank Ltd.
October
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Dividends for Canadian Muslims
from Interest-Free Housing Scheme
n interest-free housing
Cooperative set up in
Toronto in 1980 for the
benefit of Muslims in Canada,
could well be emulated in other
parts of the world.

A

Known as The Islamic Cooperative
Housing Corporation L t d , its
foremost objective is to "provide an
opportunity to its members who
are committed not to pledge
themselves to interest, for buying a
house for their family, with security
and as much flexibility as possible
within the taxation and legal
framework of Canada."
Another objective is to give committed
MusUms all over the world an opportunity
to mobilise and invest their savings in
homes of other Muslims while maintaining
the security of the investment and
flexibility.

History of the Corporation
With 16 founder members in 1980,
membership rose to almost 900 by the
end of 1992. During this period, the
Cooperative had purchased 137 housing
units with the help of 'issued capital' to the
amount of CASl4.8m.
According to details gathered by NEW
HORIZON,
the
Corporation's
membership at present stretches from St.
Johns, Newfoundland to Vancouver,
British Columbia and other parts of the
USA.
Membership is open to Canadian Muslims
including those living abroad. However,
the financing of operations is limited to
Canada. Shares can be sold or transfenred
to any member of the Cooperative. To take

advantage of the opportunities provided
by the Co-op, an individual must first
apply for membership and pay an initial
non-refundable membership of CA $75.

Another objective is to give
committed Muslims all over
the world an opportunity to
mobilise and invest their
savings in homes of other
Muslims while maintaining
the
security of
the
investment and flexibility.
Buying into the
Corporation
Once a member, he or she must promise
to purchase at least $600 worth of shares
in the co-operative annually. When a
specific number of shares have
accumulated, the member may apply for
the purchase of a housing unit. A rental
payment is then calculated by discounting
the member's share of ownership from
the going market rental rate.
Forexample, ifamemberhasaccumulated
$60,000 in shares and the unit's purchase
price is $100,000, the member would
have 60 per cent of the ownership.
Therefore i f the market rental rate is
$1,000, the member will discount $600
and pay only $400 in rent per month.
Eventually, the member could
accumulate the balance of required shares
and transfer the title to his name. In the
meantime, other members benefit by
receiving annual dividends from the Coop's accumulated income.

Getting Rid of Mortgages

Riba (interest) by paying off the existing
mortgage. In order to qualify the members are
required to buy and hold shares equal to ten
per cent of his outstanding mortgage balance
in the Co-op for at least six months.
The Co-op finances 80 per cent of properties
worth less than or equal to C A $ 100,000 plus
50 per cent of the next CA $60,000 with a
maximum ceiling of CA $110,000 per
property. According to by-laws, the board of
directors is allowed to spend up to a
maximum of 20 per cent of the total income
of the Co-op. The remaining 80 per cent has
to be distributed as Patronage Dividend to
the members and common shareholders. This
dividend rose from six per cent in 1982 to
eight per cent last year.

The Sharlah's View
According to Justice Mohammad Taqi
Usmani, Shariah Appellate Bench of the
Supreme Court of Pakistan, the Shariah's

Encyclopaedia of
Islamic Banking &
Insurance
Details from:
The Institute of Islamic
Banking and Insurance
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The Co-op helps its members get rid of
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point of view on the transactions involved
in the housing scheme is as follows:
Any person who purchases the common
share of the Corporation becomes a
member of the Corporation in the sense
that he participates in the profit and loss of
the Corporation. The profit, i f any, is
distributed among all the members in
proportion to the investment in the
Corporation by purchasing the common
shares.
Any member of the Corporation as an
individual can purchase a house in
parmership with the Corporation whereby
the house is shared by the member and the
Corporation, each according to the
proportion of his respective investment in
the house. But the title deeds of the house
shall remain with the Corporation as
security. The share of the Corporation in
the house is then leased to the member on
an agreed rent.

I S L A M I C C O - O P E R A T I V E HOUSING C O R P O R A T I O N L T D .
BALANCE SHEET
AS A T D E C E M B E R 31,1991
ASSETS
1991

1990

Current
Cash

$

272,652

$

201,128

Receivable and sundry

S

38,919

$

60,355

S

311,571

$

261,483

Fixed
Residential housing units

$13,319,850

$11,378,500

Equipment & furniture

$

$

Total Assets

22,327

21,355

$13,342,177

$11,399,855

$13,653,748

$11,661,338

Purchasing the House
The member has the right to
gradually purchase the share of the
Corporation in the house. Each
time he buys a "preferred share" he
buys a certain part of the share of
the Corporation in the house, and
the monthly rent payable by him is
reduced accordingly.
The last share of the house to be
purchased by the member is a
preferred share, the price of which
shall be determined by the board of
directors to reflect ten per cent of
, the difference between the cost and
the market value. At this point the
full title of the house along with the
title deeds shall be transferred to
the member.

For further details write
to: Islamic Cooperative
Housing
CorporationLtd,
P.O. Box 160,Station'P',
Toronto, Ontario M5S
2S7, Canada
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Relevance of the Ottoman Cash Waqfs
to Modern Islamic Economics
In NEW HORIZON'S August issue, Professor MURAT C I Z A K C A of Bogazici University, Istanbul,
discussed tlie history and legality of cash Waqfs. Here he turns his attention to their application
to modern-day Islamic economics.
espite the popularity of the
cash Waqfs, many still
dismissed its provision of
capital as being a form of Riba. This
poses the question of whether their
criticism is justified or whether, in
actual fact, the situation is rather more
complicated.

D

First, as has akeady been mentioned, the
register of transactions used the term
Murabaha to refer to the annual return
and although Murabaha is considered
to be a synonym of Riba in contemporary
Turkey, it obviously carried a different
meaning during the 16th century. In
actual fact the term comes from the root
Riba which simply means profit.
According to an Ottoman jurist: "...has
decided to endow the said amount which
will be profitably invested through
Muamele-i-shariye and Murabaha-imer'iyye at the rate of 1.25 dirhamsfor
every ten dirhams. The trustees will see
to it that their financial operations will be
free of Riba."
Muamele-i-shariye is a general term
meaning a commercial operation in
conformity with the Shariah, while
Murabaha-i mer'iyye means a rate of
return which should be observed in
commercial operations. The expression
"at the rate of 1.25 dirhams for every 10
dirhams" refers to Ilzam-i ribh, or the
profit. It indicates whether the money
advanced by the Waqf is in the form of
a 'Karz or in the form of profit sharing.
It has been argued that the specific rates
given above, do not refer to Riba but
merely state that for every 10 dirhams
earned by the borrower or entrepreneur,
1.25 dirhams should be returned to the
Waqf.
There are other documents which support
the view that Murabaha was used as a
general expression meaning profit. One

gave the example of a cash Waqf which
was founded with a capital of 5,000
akces. The Murabaha of the Waqf was
stated as 2,000 akces thus indicating a
rate ofretumof40 per cent. Clearly, such
a high rate of return could only have
been earned through profit sharing and so
provides us with more evidence that
Murabaha was used as a general
expression meaning the profit and could
also refer to other financial insmiments
such as Mudaraba or Musharaka.
The basic function of the cash
Waqfs was to transfer the excess
savings of the well to do, to those
who needed capital. The same
function is currently performed
by Islamic banks. As such, cash
Waqfs should be considered as a
complementary measure, and not
an alternative, to the Islamic
banks already operating
inmost
Islamic countries.

In view of all this, dismissing the cash
Waqfs, as many have done, simply as
Riba institutions, is a gross over
simphfication or at the very least is due
to a misinterpretation of the complex
legal terminology. It must also be
remembered that much of the debate
among the Ottoman jurists on the issue
ofthecashWa<2/i focused on the problem
of establishing a Waqf with moveable
assets, which can be taken as an indication
that the contemporary jurists did not have
any qualms about the way these Awqaf
transferred
their
funds to the
entrepreneurs. And concerning the
problem of perpetuity, any conclusion,
has to wait until an analysis of Waqf
censuses covering several centuries is
completed. For the moment we can only

assert that the 'disappearance' of the system
may only indicate a massive Istibdal in
response to the economic needs of the period.
However, if the critics are indeed right and the
cash Waqfs, did in fact vanish, a probable
explanation can be found in the way the
profits generated by these Aw^a/were utilised.
Only 32 per cent of the cases examined
generated profits above costs, and these were
given over entirely for religious and
educational purposes. In fact, the majority of
the Aw^a/studied allocated their entireprofits
to such expenditure. Re-invesunent of the
profits and enlargement of the original capital
was curiously lacking.

C a s h Waqfs and the Modern
World
The basic function of the cash Waqfs was to
transfer the excess savings of the well-to-do,
to those who needed capital. This institution
performed this function within the framework
of Islamic financial principles. The same
function is currently performed by Islamic
banks. As such, cash Waqfs should be
considered as a complementary measure, and
not an alternative, to the Islamic banks akeady
operating in most Islamic counuies.
It has been explained elsewhere that while
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Islamic banks have proven themselves, at
least in the case of Turkey, by generating
profits well above the conventional Riba
banks, they are nevertheless subject to
criticism for resorting overwhelmingly to
Murabaha in transferring their funds to
entrepreneurs. The Murabaha, in the
modem context, however, is considered
to be dangerously close to Riba.
Consequendy, the Islamic banks are faced
with a dilemma; while on the one hand
they generate handsome profits thanks to
Murabaha, on the other they are criticised
for achieving their profits through this
particular instrument.
In response to such criticism. Islamic
banks have made great efforts to utilise
Mudaraba and Musharaka partnerships
but so far to no avail. The deadlock
persists and Murabaha dominates the
investment portfolio, at a rate some
claim is as high as 95 per cent.
The inabihty of Islamic banks to
transform their investment portfolios is
due to several reasons. Many who occupy
managerial positions in the Islamic banks,
usually, had learned their trade in the
conventional banking system and not
surprisingly preferred those Islamic
instruments of finance closest to the
methods of finance utilised by
conventional banks.
Since risk
minimisation is one of the best established
principles of conventional banks, the more
risky Musharaka and, particularly,
Mudaraba parmerships are often avoided.
Second, Islamic banks find themselves
facing fierce competition from the
conventional banks and feel obliged to
pay their depositors a profit share
commensurate with the rate of interest
paid by the latter. Particularly in countries
such as Turkey, where the current rate of
interest paid to the depositors exceeds 50
per cent, the surest way to achieve such
rates in the short term is considered to be
the Murabaha.
Third, in an economic situation
characterised by high rates of inflation
and interest rates these managers are
unwilling to venture into the long term
investments which Mudaraba
or
Musharaka usually entail and prefer to
orientate their investment portfolio
towards short-term financing.
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Finally, since Mudaraba or Musharaka
parmerships involve continuous and
close contacts between the investor
(Rab-el mat) and the entrepreneurs
financed, as well as a willingness to lend
support to them whenever they encounter
problems, it has appeared that Islamic
banks simply do not have the patience or
resources for such a demanding
responsibility.
In view of these problems it is not
surprising that Islamic banks have failed
to transform the structure of their
investment portfolios. It has beensuggested that the Islamic banks should
not be expected to alter their portfolios
but i f Mudaraba and Musharaka
partnerships can be re-packaged as more
desirable financial insffuments then they
would be utilised by the smaller and more
specialised Venture Capital Companies
(VCC's).

Similarities in Approach
In fact there are remarkable similarities
between the VCC's and Mudaraba and
Musharaka partnerships, so much so that
the VCC is considered to be, for all

practical purposes, the same as these classical
partnerships. Although space restrictions
prevents a detailed analysis from being
attempted here, it should suffice to say that
VCC's have successfully demonstrated in
the United States where they were bom, that
they are not only capable of providing long
term capital to entrepreneurs, but are also
wiUing to support them in case of difficulties.
Comparing the experience of the Islamic
banks with that of the West, it has been
suggested that financial and managerial
support to entrepreneurs in Islamic countries
must be provided by small yet financially
potent VCC' s and these companies mustresort
to only Mudaraba and Musharaka or equity
purchase when financing entrepreneurs.
The implicit problem in this suggestion is the
source of finance for the VCC's, and the
question of from where the funds for transfer
should be obtained? One obvious source, is
again the Islamic banks. I t has been
recommended that Islamic banks be obliged
by their governments to allocate five per cent
of their investment portfolio per annum, for
the purchase of VCC equities.
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Islamic Concept
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Combining C a s h Waqfs
and Venture Capital
What the venture capital companies will
ultimately need is long-term capital. The
provision of finance to them can now be
linked to the main subject of this article.
Equitypurchasedby Islamic banks cannot
by itself solve this problem, as these
banks may unexpectedly encounter a
liquidity shortage and be forced to sell
the shares of the VCC, thereby depriving
the VCC's of much needed capital.
It is at this point that the cash Waqfs enter
the picture. After all, by definition, Waqf
capital once endowed cannot be
withdrawn by the founder. Thus cash
Waqfs could solve the most serious
problem facing the VCC's; the shortage
of long-term capital.
Let us now envisage how the cash Waqfs
can be combined with venture capital.
Assume that person A wishes to
establish a cash Waqf with his savings.
The purpose of this Waqf would be to
help finance entrepreneurs who wish to
establish their own business. The founder
of the Waqf, A, approaches a VCC and
informs them of his intention. He then
deposits his savings - which constitutes
the capital of his cash Waqf - with the
VCC. The VCC would then sign a
Mudaraba conttact with the Waqf, thus
becoming its Mudarib.
When it comes to the transfer of Waqf
funds to the entrepreneurs, the VCC also
agrees that the capital of the Waqf would
be invested solely in the Mudaraba/
Musharaka parmerships, thus eliminating
all doubts about the legitimacy of this
investment from the Islamic point of
view. Suiicturally speaking, this would
be a triple Mudaraba with three parlies
involved, the Waqf, the VCC and the
entrepreneur.

Minimising Risk
In order to minimise and diversify the
risks, the VCC can and should invest the
Waqf capital with several entrepreneurs.
Once profits are generated they can be
disu-ibuted among the parties as follows:
in a normal Mudaraba parmership, the
usual profit sharing ratio is l/4th to the
Mudarib - the entrepreneur - and 3/4 to the

Rab-el-Maal - the VCC. So the VCC
obtains 3/4 of
the profit of the
entrepreneur plus the original capital
whenever the project matures (there is
no time constraint here).
Since the VCC had signed a Mudaraba
contract with the Waqf, the same ratios
are observed while distributing the profits
between the VCC and the Waqf. Thus
while the Waqf obtains the original
capital plus 3/4 of the profit earned by
the VCC, the latter keeps 1/4 of it for
venture capital services rendered. Thus,
in short, the Waqf obtains 3/4 of the 3/4
or 9/16 of the profit generated by the
entrepreneur. To put it more simply, if the
enffepreneur earns a profit of $100, the
Waqf gets $56.25 as its share, plus of
course, the original capital invested by the
Waqf.

Combining the cash Waqfs with the
Venture Capital sector solves not
only the problem of perpetuity of the
cash Waqf but also the problem of
Riba, while providing the much
needed long-term capital to the
Venture Capital Companies which
are essential in enhancing the
entrepreneurial spirit in Islamic
countries.

Since what is involved here is essentially
Waqf capital, the issue of perpetuity
assumes great importance. Risks and
the danger of loss can be minimised by
forming two separate investment
portfolios. The first one should be
established by the founder A, who can
divide his total savings among a number
of VCC's thus in effect establishing
several cash Waqfs, and the second one
by each of the VCC's which can invest
the cash Woi^ with several entrepreneurs.
While setting up two sets of portfolios
reduces the risks to a bare minimum
thereby constitutingoneaspectof ensuring
the perpetuity of the Waqf, the other
aspect is the reinvestment of the profits
generated. As will be recalled, the greatest
weakness of the Ottoman cash Waqfsv^&s

their inability to reinvest.
In view of this it is advisable that the modem
cash Waqfs add their profit share to the
original capital of the cash Waqfs thus
ensuring the perpetuity of the endowment. It
will be possible then to not only assure the
perpetuity, but i f the Waqf is managed
properly, the original endowment will grow
in real terms.

Managerial Expertise
Needless to say the real test of success is
proper management. It has been suggested
that the involvement of a third party in the
affairs of the Waqf may be desirable. The
Ottomans, it will be recalled, had successfully
involved the recipients of the Murabaha in
the management of the Waqf. We have seen
that whenever these individuals suspected a
mis-management they immediately informed
the courts. By allocating say, 1/lOth of the
Waqfs profit share to a neutral third party, a
body of 'inspectors' can be recmited.
Ideally, these inspectors would be capable of
analysing the income and balance sheets of
the V C C . A business administration
department of a nearby university can be
declared a recipient of this 1/lOth and be
employed by the charter of the Waqf and in
the original Mudaraba contract signed
between the VCC and the Waqf to inspect
its records.
Cash Waqfs fulfilled a variety of functions
in the Ottoman economy. They were
instfumental in transferring the savings of
the well-to-do to those who needed cash, i.e.
the enu-epreneurs or even just members of
the general public. They also financed a
myriad of religious, educational and social
services.
While the extent of our knowledge does not
yet permit us to draw conclusions on the
important issue of perpetuity, we have
nevertheless been able to identify certain
weaknesses that may have jeopardized it.
Combining the cash Waqfs with the Venture
Capital sector solves not only the problem of
perpetuity of the cash Waqf but also the
problem of Riba, while providing the much
needed long-term capital to the Venture
Capital Companies which are essential in
enhancing the entrepreneurial spirit in
Islamic countries.
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Exchange Rate Unification: The Role of
Markets and Planning in the Iranian
Economic Reconstruction
M A S S O U D K A R S H E N A S , senior Lecturer in Economics at the
School of Oriental and African Studies and M . H A S H E M
P E S A R A N of Cambridge University discuss the establishment
of an economic strategy in I r a n which would ensure that
economic decision making is responsive to international market
forces and domestic economic realities.

r • 1 he problem of how to go about
I reconstructing Iran's economy
goes well beyond the rebuilding
of war damaged cities and the economic
infrastructure. Instead, it requires a new
way of thinking about a whole host of
issues including the role of markets, price
and non-price signals in the allocation of
the economy's scarce resources, ffade
patterns, the adoption and assimilation of
new technologies, manpower training and
a more comprehensive and equitable
system of taxation.
Since the 1979 revolution, profound
changes have taken place in the Iranian
economy. The revolution itself, trade
sanctions, the freezing of Iranian assets,
the costly and protracted war with Iraq, as
well as the vagaries of the oil market, have
all made their mark on the economy. The
Islamic Republic's response to these
unfolding crises was to follow a policy of
severe import compression, internal
economic isolation and reliance on
bureaucratic institutions as the principle
means for allocating wealth.
Unfortunately, the outcome has been a
deteriorating economy, rising inflation, a
20 fold premium in the black market for
foreign exchange, substantial increase in
rent seeking activities at the expense of
productive enterprise, a shrinking of
capital stock, as well as an inadequately
trained work force and economic
institutions which are badly in need of
substantial reform.

Targets Not Yet Met
Not surprisingly, there is now a general
consensus, both inside and outside Iran,
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that the Iranian economy is badly in need
of reconstruction. Targets laid out by the
government's first five year plan have not
been reached largely because the problems
facing the economy have deep structural
roots that have been nourished by years of
neglect and economic mismanagement.
Public enterprises and companies under
the control of the various foundations
largely function as bureaucratic
institutions and are more responsive to
political than economic forces. And whilst
the importance of private sector
investment for the reconsu-uction of the
economy is recognized, uncertainties;
legal, political and economic, surround
private sector investment.
For the Iranian economic reconsU-uction
to be successful, the problem of accrual of
substantial revenues from the oil sector to
the government-which inevitably confers
an importantroleonthcstate in the process
of development - needs to be tackled. The
question which must be asked is what
should be the roles of the market and
planning in an oil economy where the
government is in control of the most
important source of national wealth?
To answer this question, the relevant
theoretical considerations will be briefly
reviewed. We will then address the more
spedficissues related to the role of markets
and planning in oil exporting counu-jes,
with particular reference to the Iranian
experience before the revolution. We
will discuss the problems of a move out
of the controlled war economy, and
examine the respective roles of planning
and markets in economic reconstruction.

Finally, the government's moves to
rationalise the exchange rate system and
initiate policies to make the economy more
responsive to market conditions along with
the policies and institutions which need to be
established, will be analysed.

Markets and Planning
The 11 teratureontherespectiverolesof markets
and planning in economic development has
evolved along two different but interrelated
lines; one focusing on centtal planning and
seeing planning as an alternative to a capitalist
marketeconomy, and the second emphasizing
the indicative aspect of planning and seeing
planning as an aid to economic development
in the context of a mixed market economy.
In most of the economic literature belonging
to the former u-adition, markets and plans
have been treated as two polar modes of
economic organisation, both at the academic
and popular levels of discourse. This
dichotomy, to a large extent, is due to the way
the discussion of planning first emerged in
the early debates on the possibility of
constructing alternative economic systems to
the capitalist mode of production.

Classical Economists
Theclassical political economists, from Smith
to Ricardo and Miirx, had already expounded
the dynamic features of the capitalist system
and highlighted the enormous productive
powers associated with the emergence of
capitalism. Foriheseeconomists, theprimary
strength of capitalism lay in iLs reliance on the
dynamics of competitive market forces - free
from many of the social and political
restrictions which characterised all the
previous socio-economic system s - to enhance
capital accumulation and induce rapid
technological progress.
The studies of the classical political
economists culminated in Marx's critique of
capiutlism and his analysis of the possibility
of the emergence of an alternative socialist
economic system. This critique of capitalism
did not, however, as yet pose the question in
terms of the operational aspects of such an
alternative system. That had to await the
attempts to consu-uct such an alternative
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economic system by the Soviet Union
early this century, where central planning
replaced the market as the main organising
principle of the economy.
By the time the operational aspects of a
centtally planned sociaUst economy came
to occupy the economists' attention, the
economics profession had wimessed the
marginalistrevolution, and the Wakasian
competitive general equilibrium analysis
had emerged as an abstract analytical tool
which was turned to the examination of
the problems of socialist planning. Much
of the debate which ensued, particularly
duringtheinter-warperiod, wasconcemed
with examining the possibility of devising
a centralised planning system which - as
far as possible - was capable of emulating
the efficiency features of a capitalist
marketeconomy.
The Pareto efficiency of the market
economy was formalised in the form of
what has come to be known as the first
fundamental theorem o f welfare
economics, namely that in a market
economy in general competitive
equilibrium it will not be possible to make
any one person better off without making
someone else worse off. This result
follows from the fact that in such an
economy, marginal return to resources in
alternative uses mustbe equal, both across
markets and intertemporally.
The next step in the argument was that,
irrespective of theeconomic system under
consideration, it was plausible to require
the same marginal conditions to hold for
economic efficiency. This formed the
basis of the arguments which questioned
the possibility of central planning in a
modern economy. For a cend-al planner to
ensure the maintenance of all the marginal
conditions in all activities necessary for
pareto optimality, it was argued, would
mean the compilation and processing of
an enonnous amount of information which
would be too costly and virtually
impossible.
This criticism of central planning could in
fact be taken as the precursor of the
literature which appeared a few decades
later on the information and incentive
problems associated with market
economies. However, since at the time
economists in general assumed that in a
market economy prices conveyed all the
necessary information for efficient

resource allocation, such criticism of
central planningparadoxically formed the
basis for the development of solutions to
the information problem of the central
planner. This consisted of developing
decentralised models of planning
following Oscar Lange's suggestion that
the central planner could solve Ihe intricate
allocation problem through an iterative
process of trial and error analogous to the
role of the fictitious auctioneer in Walras's
tatonnement process.

The combination of these factors
clearly indicated the need for
government intervention and
industrial planning, not so much as
an alternative to a capitalist market
economy but as an aid to its
development.
Government
intervention
was seen to be
complementary rather than a
substitute
for
the
market
mechanism.
The proponents of cenu-al planning argued
that in fact it is only under such iterative
planning process that the condition for
Pareto efficiency can be assured as the
cenu-a! planner in effect fulfils the role
that the fictitious auctioneer is supposed
to play in the market economy a la Walras,
and that at the same time it can take care
of distortions introduced by monopoly
practices prevalent in capitalist countries
as well as ensuring a more equitable
disunbution of income. This argument
also implied that the question of economic
efficiency appeared to be independent of
the legal ownership of productive assets
by the state or the private sector.

Limitations of Theory
It is noteworthy that the debate over the
two alternative economic systems was
conducted at such an absu-act level with
highly idealised institutional setups which
had little resemblance to the actual
economies being considered. TheccnU"al
planning institutions in the Soviet Union
were far from the idealised auctioneer in
Lange's decentralised planning construct,
as they were also fiir from the ideals
advocated by the socialist thinkers.
Similarly, the institutions of capiliilist
market economies were far from the

idealised perfectly competitive economies.
It also seemed that in gaining more precision,
modern economics had left behind some of
the important insights of the classical political
economists into the workings of the capitalist
market economy, particularly the central
role they attributed to competition in the
processes of technological change and
capital accumulation. The emphasis in
modem general equilibrium analysis was
shifted to the efficiency aspects of a market
economy under the conditions of full
employment and stationary equilibrium.
Thisgaininpnscision, however, was important
in that it clearly pointed out the limits to what
economic theory could establish by precisely
defining the conditions necessary for Pareto
efficiency in an economy in perfectly
competitive equilibrium. Notable among
these conditions were the following: First, in
proving the existence of a competitive market
equilibrium, economies of scale and
exlemalitieshad to be assumed away. Second,
even i f the economy was assumed to be in
perfect competitive equilibrium, for this
equilibrium to be efficient one needed to
assume the existence of a complete set of
markets for all contingencies.

Market Failure
Failing these assumptions, it can be shown
that perfect market equilibrium even when it
exists will not be efficient. These instances of
'market failure' clearly apply to the
decentralised planning schemes suggested
by Lange and others. In fact some of the early
analysis of market failure - due to incomplete
information and incentive incompatibility were conducted in the context of the
decenuiilisedplanningliterature.Theproblem
is that the cenu-al planner can at best acquire
partial information about the conditions of
production and demand in different sectors of
the economy, and the agents may not have the
incentive to reveal the correct information.
As a consequence the iterative process of
exchange of information on prices and
quantities between the central planner and the
numerous economic agents can lead to an
inefficient solution. As this example
demonstrates, information and incendve
problems which lead to market failure, can be
of equal, if not more important, causes of
'govemment failure' as well.
Of course, planning and markets have not
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always been treated in the literature as
twooppositeandmutuaUyexclusiveforms
of economic organisation, as may have
been suggested. In the large body of
hterature which emerged in the post War
n period on the economics of developing
countries, planning and markets were
treated rather as complementary
mechanisms of economic organisation
within a mixed economy framework.

Dealing with Reality
In contrastto the debateon central planning
where the analysis was conducted at a
highly abstract level, the conventional
development literature had its starting
point in the concrete economic conditions
in the underdeveloped countries and their
institutions.
It began with the important observation
that the imderdeveloped economies tended
to exhibit persistent disequilibria
particularly visible in the form of a
substantial and persistent surplus
agricultural labour, and that missing or
incomplete markets were much more
prevalent than typically assumed in the
mainstream economics. A further
important consideration was theexistence
of substantial economies o f scale
associated with industrialisation.

Need for Government
Intervention
The combination of these factors clearly
indicated the need for government
intervention and industrial planning, not
so much as an alternative to a capitalist
market economy but as an aid to its
development. Govemment intervention
was seen to be complementary rather than
a substitute for the market mechanism.
For example, major infrastructural
investments and institutional reforms were
considered necessary to introduce market
relations and commercial norms into the
traditional subsistence agriculture.
Industries with increasing retums and
those with major leaming economies
needed to be initiated and subsidised, at
least over the initial stages of their
development.

Economic Strategy
This highlighted the need for the
formulation of an appropriate industrial
policy and an overall economic strategy,
as well as the need for the development of
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appropriate financial institutions,
promotion of in vesunent in education and
training and other support activities. In
this context, govemmentinvestment, even
when du-ected towards the production
sectors of the economy, was seen as
complementary rather than as substitute
for private invesunent.
As long as the reasons for market failure
were seen to be factors such as economies
of scale or non-economic reasons such as
the persistence of traditional institutions,
as emphasised in conventional
development economics, than state
intervention - when well directed - could
be shown to enhance economic
performance.
However, i f market failure in the first
instance is due to information asymmeuies
and incentive problems, then the
govemmentmayfacesimilar information
problems and hence may not be able to
intervene effectively, even i f some form
of intervention is deemed necessary. In
other cases where information problems
are due to intrinsic or endogenous
uncertainties that are inherent in the
functioning of the decenu-alised market
economies, then govemmentintervenlion
may be effective in bringing about some
degree of co-ordination between the
decision making processes of different
agents, and hence improve efficiency.
Such iritervenlion can take the form of
creation of an institutional framework for
the exchange of information and
coordination of plans amongst different
agents. In fact, prior announcement of the
medium term govemment expenditure
plans can itself play an important role in
promoting such a coordination. This was
for example an important rea.son for the
popularity of indicative planning in the
post-War I I European economies.
On the other hand if the market failure is
due to information asymmetries between
different economic agents and problems
of
monitoring
and
incentive
incompatibility, then direct govemment
involvementnecdnotnccessarily improve
the situation. In fact if such intervention
leads to an increase in the degree of
centralisation of decision making, it is
likely to add to the difficulties. As we
noted above, these types of information
problems maybe an even more important
sourceof'government failure' than market

failure.
This point which was to a large extent
neglected in the conventional development
economics and has been an important addition
to the development literature in the past two
decades, cautions against the adoption of
policies to deal with other instances of market
failure, such as economies of scale, through
an ever increasing centralisation of economic
decision making within the state. Such policies
may replace the market failure by a
'govemment failure' which may be even
more inefficient, and politically difficult to
reverse. This, of course, does not necessarily
imply a non-interventionist stance, but it has
important implications for chosing between
different forms of govemment intervention.

No Ideal System
What the post-war development economics
has conu-ibuted to the debate on planning and
markets is the important realisadon that
planning and markets need not be viewed as
two compefing ways of organising the
economy. A consequence of this realisation
is that the search foran ideal economic system
suited to all counmes at different stages of
their economic development may be futile.
Each country, leaming from its own past
experience and the experience of economic
development in other countries may arrive at
a different 'optimal' organisational set up
which is particularly suited to its own stage of
development and economic debate discussed
above. The rest of this section will enumerate
some of the main issues which are important
to planning and markets in Iran.

Markets and Efficiency
Markets are important mechanisms for the
efficient transmission of information and
coordination of activities between different
economic agents operating on a decentralised
basis.
Furthermore, competitive market forces play
a crucial dynamic role by inducing
technological change and capital
accumulation in profitable activities, and by
continuously subjecting the producers to
market forces and the financiiil discipline that
generally accompanies them.

Political Preconditions
Markets are social institutions, and hence the
effective operation of market forces has
important social and political prerequisites.
The establishment of stiible pol itical and legal
systems within which property rights can be
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clearly defined and secured are
particularly important among such
preconditions. We refer to property
rights here in a sense which is broader
than the legal term. For example,
arbitrary and unexpected intervention by
the govemment which affects the value of
the assets of individual agents in the
economy could be said to reduce the
security of property rights. Similarly,
laws which may give power to social
groups, other than the govemment, to
intervene may have the same implications.
However, if such interventions are based
on a social consensus and take place
through some stable and routinised
mechanisms o f consultation and
legitimisation, their destablilising effects
would be - to a large extent - mitigated,
leadingtoamoresecuresystem ofproperty
rights. In general, if govemmenteconomic
intervention
is dominated
by
considerations other than economic
rationahty, and in particular i f such
considerations are tied to the factional
interests of particular interest groups, it
can lead to instability and insecurity of
property rights which diminishes the
credibility of the govemment and hinders
the efficient functioning of the market
forces even if all other conditions for the
proper functioning of markets hold.

The Agency Problem
From the (production) efficiency point of
view, in a market economy the private or
public ownership of productive assets is
immaterial i f both private and public
enterprises are subject to the same
commercial norms. For example, if the
govemment needs to invest in a largescale industry - forexample steel -because
the private industrialists do not have the
necessary capital or are not prepared or
able to bear the risks of such a large scale
invesunent, then as long as the plant is
subject to the same commercial
profitability norms as the private sector
there will be no efficiency loss.
This latter condition can of course break
down, as in the case of public sector
enterprises where the government may
find it politically difficult to apply
commercial norms and has to
automaticallyfinancethe losses incurred.

An important aspect of the inefficiency of
state enterprises in the former cenu-ally
planned economies of Eastem European
countries appears to have been closely
related to their having a 'soft budget
constraint' in this sense.
The role of politics arises from the
fact that there is no ready made
model of optimal
economic
organisation which societies can
emulate, and that the process of
constructing efficient economic
institutions is one of learning from
past experience and from the
experience of other nations.

Market Failure
There are important cases of market fail ure
associated with the existence of
externalities, incomplete markets and
information asymmetries, which may
entail govemment intervention to counter
the implied inefficiencies in the market
economy. These instances of market
failure are particularly important in the
early stages of economic development
where major industrial expansion is
associated with substantial economies of
scale and economies of leaming. The
particular form that government
intervention may take under these
circumstances depends on the specific
problem at hand and cannot be decided on
the basis of some general universal
prescriptions and mles.
It can be argued, however, that all else
being equal, tax/subsidy methods of
dealingwithmarketfailuresarepreferable
to quantitative restrictions, as the latter
may lead to additional costs by
encouraging rent seeking activities in the
economy. If for any reason quantity
rationing cannot be avoided, the expected
benefits of government intervention need
to be set against the likely costs arising
from rent seeking activities that follow.

Information Problems
In the case of market failures which are
associated with information asymmeu-ies
and incentive problems, the transfer of
activities associated with the market
failure to the public sector would not
solve the problem and can easily turn into
a source of govemmcnt failures. Many
of the problems of the former Soviet and

East European economies were indeed
connected to this type of information and
incentive problems. I f the source of market
failure, however, is behavioural uncertainties
arising from missing futures markets,
govemment coordination (eg through
indicative planning and the announcement of
medium term government expenditure
programmes) can play an important part in
alleviating such problems.

Nature of the State
Whatever the degree of the market orientation
of the economy, the efficient functioning of
the econom y ul timately depends on the nature
of the state and the attributes of the political
process. We have already mentioned some
of the political preconditions for efficient
functioning of the markets.
The role of politics arises from the fact that
there is no ready made model of optimal
economic organisation which societies can
emulate, and that the process of constracting
efficient economic insututions is one of
leaming from past experience and ft-om the
experience of other nations. This process of
leaming depends on the nature of the state
and its political and administrative institutions.
Flexible and open state institutions are
obviously more conducive to leaming and
change than centralised, rigid, and closed
systems where lack of transparency and
fiexibility precludes effective leaming and
an appropriate response to internal and
external shocks. A further precondition for
effective learning as well as for the efficient
functioning of the economic institutions once
in place, is to achieve an optimum level of
decentralisation of decision making and
control, and the establishment of a system of
democratic checks and balances. As the
experience of the Eastern European
economies shows, overcentralised and nondemocratic systems can become extremely
unresponsive and inefficient over time.
To go beyond the general points disciissed
above, we need to examine more specific
issues related to economic planning in oil
exporting mixed economies, which we shall
attempt to do in the context of the h-anian
experience.
Massoud Karshenas and M. Hashem
Pesaran will continue their discussion
of Iran's reconstruction programme in
next month's NEW HORIZON.
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Islamic Banking's Flagship in Jordan
f~r^
he Jordan I s l a m i c B a n k
I
F o r Finance
and
JL Investment (JIB), an associate member of the DaUah Albaraka
Group, is one o f Islamic b a n k i n g ' s
most successful commercial banks.
It operates within a Muslim society,
enjoys the support o f its monetary
authority and has displayed prudent
management. Even so, the bank's
operations have not been problemfree, as like most Islamic banks, it
has suffered from excess liquidity
and lack o f investment opportunities
which are IslamicaUy acceptable
and p r o f i t a b l e . However, as D r

MOHAMMED ABDEL-HAQ
argues. Islamic banking is now
firmly entrenched i n Jordan's
financial sector, and the Jordan
Islamic Bank is set to develop into
one of its major players.

Need for Islamic Banking
Intheearly 1970's, Jordan'sbankingand
financial sector consisted of only a few
commercial banks and state conu-olled
specialist financial institutions. Now it is
made up of at least 36 institutions, helped
by the oil boom in the Gulf, which
increased employment opportunities for
Jordanians and also increased aid from
these cound-ies.
Yet despite the growth in the financial
sector, many believers were unhappy with
the kind of banking facilities offered by
±&Riba-based commercial banks. They
found a champion for their cause in Dr
M.S. Nabulsi, Governor of Jordan's
Central Bank who made it clear that an
Islamic bank would fill a void in Jordan's
financial sectorandthatas such the Central
Bank would offer its whole-hearted
support to such a venture.

The Bank's Objectives
Established under the Jordan Islamic
Bank of Finance and Invesunent Law of
1985, the Jordan Islamic bank's aims
were to meet the economic and social
needs of Muslims in the fields of banking
services and invesunent on a non-usury
14 October 1993 NEW HORIZON

The Jordan Islamic Bank for Finance and Investment, Amman Jordan.
basis. The objectives of the bank
emphasised:
a) Expanding operations within the
banking sector by offering non-usurious
banking services with a special emphasis
on introducing services designed to revive
various forms of collective social
responsibility.
b) Developing means to attract funds and
savings and channelling ihcm into nonusurious banking investments.
c) Providing the necessary financing to
meet the requirements of various sectors
of the economy, particularly those which
are not likely to benefit from usurious
banking facilities.

The bank now offers a large network made up
of 29 branches, spread all over the kingdom.
Because of the extent of the network it has not
felt the need to establish any bilateral
agreements with the conventional banks to
manage its short term funds. In fact, the
relationship between the Jordan Islamic banks
and the other conventional banks does not go
beyond clearing each other's cheques.
The bank is managed and suf)ervised by its
Board of Directors and General Assembly,
which themselves are similar to those in any
conventional bank. It appears that JIB's
General Manager, Mr Musa Shihadeh is a
driving force behind the bank's success. In
an interview he made it clear that he is
committed to developing the bank's image.
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satisfying theclients' needs by increasing
the range of services, and most
importantly, maximising profit and
increasing the bank' s share of the market,
without contradicting Islamic precepts.
In a bid to ensure that the activities of the
bank are in accordance with the Shariah,
the Board of Directors has appointed the
highly respected Shariah scholar Sheikh
Abdel-Hameed Al-Sa'ih. Mr Shihadeh
recommended that more information be
made available to clients regarding
Shariah provisions and the bank's
operations.

Fund Collection
The type of accounts available in the JIB
include trust accounts andjoint investment
accounts. In the case of the former, the
bank permits deposits and withdrawals at
any time without any conditions or
restrictions and processes the payment
and collection of cheques and money
orders on behalf of its clients. Joint
investmentaccounLs includecash deposits
received by the bank from individuals
wishing to participate with the bank in
multilateral and ongoing investment and
financing operations. These deposits
receive a certain percentage of the annual
net profits realised, in accordance with
the conditions of the account under which
they are entered. Such accounts include:
a) fixed term or time deposits
b) deposits subject to notice
c) savings accounts and,
d) specific invesunent accounts
The bank now has some 273,000
depositors, and has recenUy started to
computerise its procedures and
transactions. Since 1987, the JIB has
ranked third among Jordanian banks in
terms of deposit growth, and it has also
become the third in terms of deposit size.
In other words, the JIB has overtaken
some leading banks such as the Jordan
National Bank and the Bank of Jordan,
which implies that the confidence of
Jordanians in the JIB is growing,
although the fact that the Jordanian
Monetary Authority has not allowed any
conventional banks to establish Islamic
banking counters and no other Islamic
banks have been established, giving the
JIB total monopoly over the mitrket
must also be seen as a conu-ibuting
factor to the bank's surge in popuku"ity.
However, the bank has also faced some

obstacles most of which are common to
Islamic banks; lack of investment
opportunities, lack of developed financial
instruments, lack of public knowledge of
Islamic banking and qualified staff. In
addition there are problems specific to the
JIB such as criticism that the revenue for
depositors is less than for shareholders
and that this unbalanced disuibution of
profits is blatantly unfair, and also that the
bank - despite its stated objective to invest
in Jordan - has almost entirely neglected
the country's agriculture sector.
The bank's supporters have rebuffed these
charges by pointing out that the

shareholders' responsibility is much greater
than the depositors' and that since agriculture
gives a low rate of return it is well advised to
steer clear of this sector.
Despite these criticisms, JIB's management
is justifiably proud of its achievements and
for flourishing in the competitive world of
Jordanian banking. JIB's General Manager
puts his organisation's success down to not
conu-adicting the Shariah, increasing client
deposits, and investments made for clients,
and finally, providing an acceptable rate of
return for depositors and shareholders
alike.

JIB'S Performance 1982 -1991

1982

1986

1991

Total Assets

45,238,025

161,661,533

356,751,185

Liquid Assets

12,800,393

45,766,074

135,195,264

Deposits

35,833,977

127,613,952

296,976,591

Invesunents & Finance

26,471,772

95,461,877

193,091,736

Invesunent Revenue
Before Disuibution

2,516,9(X)

6,466,580

19,309,632

Capital Paid &

4,219,913

9,791,314

12,819,785

860,778

2,685,601

7,473,342

7.2%

5.1%

7.84%

8.0%

9.0%

12.0%

Retained Earnings
Risk Investment
Account
Revenue for the
Depositors
Revenue for the
Shareholders

* Source: The 1991 JIB Annual Report.
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education and health.

Islamic Banking
CIS
IDB Delegation Tours CIS

A

high level delegation from the
Islamic Development Bank
(IDB) toured the Muslim Republics
of the former Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe to discover new
areas in which the bank can help
these countries integrate into the
Islamic fold.
According to IDB officials, the visit
allowed the delegation to review the
projects which the bank is funding in
these countries in education, health,
humanitarian relief and technical
assistance at a cost of millions of
dollars.
The delegation included Omar Sajini,
the IDB Executive Director for Saudi
Arabia, Mr Kurkut Ozal, Executive
Director for Turkey and Dr Kaid Abdul
Haq, IDB Assistant President for
Special Assistance.
The IDB is sponsoring a conference for
the transport ministers of Turkey,
Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan and will
be the first conference of its kind. Held
in Kazakhstan it will also discuss the
issues surrounding regional
cooperation.
The bank has been especially active in
educational projects in CenUal Asia and
East Europe where it has so far, built
Islamic schools and vocational training
centres in at least ten former Soviet and
Eastem European countries.
' The IDB started sending missions to the
Republics of the Commonwealth of
Independent States and Eastem
European countries in 1990 to identify
areas where it could help the Muslim
population overcome the effects of
decades of communist mle which had
almost totally obliterated their religious
and cultural heritage.
The priorities identified then, focused
on assistance in the development of
basic infrastmcture, especially in
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IDB sponsored projects in these
counuies are being implemented under
the bank's special assistance
programme, where money allocated for
financing these projects is being treated
as non-refundable grants.
This is now being done through the
building of schools, complete with
classes and boarding houses, financing
of educational and cultural
programmes, helping in the introducing
of the Arabic alphabet in the writing of
local languages, consuuction of
hospitals and health care cenues,
provision of urgenUy needed
humanitarian relief and assigning
experts to Uain the local staff in the
execution and the mnning of these
projects.
The delegation started the tour by
visiting Bulgaria, where the IDB is
financing an Islamic institute and nine
schools. A grant of US Sib was
approved to support these projects. Arab News

Malaysia
Bank to Adopt Shariah
System In Two Years

B

ank Kerjasama Rakyat
Malaysia hopes to apply
Islamic banking practices,
prohibiting the imposition of interest
on both loans and savings, within two
years.
Chairman Mr Affifuddin Omar said
that the Bank Rakyat could implement
Islamic principles sooner, and added
that the two-year target was a
conservative one.
"We are ready to adopt the Islamic
banking system right now," Mr
Affifuddin told a press conference in
Kuala Lumpur, "but we are giving
ourselves a two year deadline in order
to ensure that the Uansition from the
conventional banking system to the
Islamic is a smooth one."
Bank Islam Malaysia Bcrhad will act as
consultant adviser to Bank Rakyat on
its move into Islamic banking. A l l

branches of the bank are expected to be
operating according to Islamic principles
within two years. The bank currenUy has
41 branches nationwide.
The first four branches to be converted
will be - Jalan Ipoh, Kuala Lumpur; Alor
Setar, Kedah; Kota Bam, Kelantan; and
Sungai Besar, Selangor.
These branches will be offering a number
of Islamically acceptable accounts
including the Al-Wadiah Savings Account;
the Al-Mudharahah General Invesunent
Account; and the Bai Bithaman Ajil
Financing Scheme for the purchase of
property.
The, Al-Wadiah Account is similar to
that of a savings account in the
conventional system, and \h& AlMudharahah is equivalent to the fixed
deposit. Bai Bithaman Ajd on the other
hand is mark-up selling, where instead of
charging interest for purchases of
properties. Bank Rakyat will buy and then
resell the properties at a higher price.
"In the meantime," Mr Affifuddin said,
"Bank Rakyat will develop other new
products in order to make it more
responsive to clients' needs."
With the intfoduction of its Shariah
banking system, BankRakyat will divide
its funds between the two systems.
However, funds from the conventional
system will not be transferrable to the
Shariah banking service, or vice versa, in
order to ensure that the funds in the
Islamic system are not tainted by interest.
Funds in the Shariah system will be used
as capital for Bank Rakyat to offer
properties financing, the purchase of
Govemment certificates, deposits in Bank
Islam and other banks operating interestfree banking, the purchase of Islamic
Acceptance Bills, and investments in the
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange.
For a start. Bank Rakyat inu-oduced the
Islamic-based financial services to its
staff last yciu-. Under the programme, all
conventional financing for its staff was
converted into interest-free loans. About
75 per cent of the bank's 1,300 staff
currently takes housing and car loans from
the bank.

NEWS

New Publication on Islamic
Banking.
nn
he Institute of Bankers,
X
Malaysia will be publishing a
book on Islamic banking and
financing with the aim of providing a
comprehensive guide to the
modern-day Islamic banking
system. The eight-chapter study,
the first academic contribution by
Malaysians to Islamic banking, has
already been compiled by accounting
firm Arthur Anderson.
It is hoped that the publication of the
book will help professionals and
laymen to appreciate Islamic banking
and practice, the interest-free
banking system, alongside
conventional Western banking
procedures.
A senior tax manager fi-om Arthur
Anderson, Mr Noor RidaHamzah
said in an interview that the book would
study the principles of Riba and
Zato. The book will also discuss the
future of interest-free banking in
Malaysia.

Double Digit Growth for
Bank Bumiputra

B

ank Bumiputra Malaysia
Berhad has achieved a
double digit growth in pre-tax
profits for the year ended March 31,
1993.
"The results are currently being
audited and will be announced soon,"
said Chief Executive Officer Mr Daluk
Abdul Aziz.
The results will be viewed as a positive
sign for the bank which reported a 56.86
per cent drop in pre-tax profit to R M
42.44 million for the year ended March
31,1992.
"Our next move is to improve our
services with emphasis on professionalism and quality and remain one of the
leading banks in Malaysia," Mr Abdul
Aziz said.
Speaking at the signing of a memorandum of understanding with Amanah
Ikhtiar Malaysia (AIM), he said the
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bank was also looking at various
products which could be inuoduced to
further improve the bank's profitability.

critics of Islamic banking, Mr Zakaria
said, interest-free banking services were
"not eating into the bank's profits."

Bank BumipuU^a is one of the local
financial institutions which offers
interest-free banking. So far, it has
implemented interest-free savings and
general invesdnent services. Such
services are already offered at 66
branches.

"Banks will not want to incorporate
interest-free banking schemes into their
operations if they have to subsidise the
services", he said in an interview.

For the Amanah Ikhliar loan scheme.
Bank BumipuUa pledged R M 2m in
revolving funds, of which the first R M
200,000 was handed over by M r
Abdul Aziz to Ikhtiar Malaysia
Chairman, Mr Datuk Sulaiman Osman
recendy.
Mr Abdul Aziz said that response to the
interest-free banking scheme had been
very good and he was confident that it
would be one of the main features
of Bank BumipuUa.
Interest-free deposits currently amount
toRM22m, and by June 30, Bank
BumipuUa is expected to inU-oduce
four more interest-free services at all
its 155 branches.
Mr Abdul Aziz also added that the
bank's research team was studying the
possibility of establishing more
branches nationwide.

Dual Banking and
Financial System in Sight

A

ccording to the Ass(Kiation
of Banks in Malaysia (ABM)
Chairman, Mr Ismail Zakaria "the
imminent expansion of interest-free
banking services to all commercial
banks and financial institutions will
pave the way for a viable dual
banking and financial system in the
country."
Mr Zakaria said "the availability of
interest-free banking schemes nationwide will allow an Islamic-based
financial system to develop alongside
the conventional one. The growing
popularity of interest-free banking
schemes provided by conventional
banks proved such services to be viable.
ConUary to the perception of some

The interest-free banking scheme,
launched by Finance Minister Datuk
Seri Anwar Ibrahim in March, was
initially offered by three local banks Malaysian Banking Berhad, Bank
Bumipuua Malaysia Berhad and United
Malayan Banking Corporation Berhad.
However, following the encouraging
response to the pilot scheme it is to be
expanded to all commercial banks and
financial institutions. Commercial banks
have met with Bank Negara to discuss the
nationwide implementation of Islam.ic
banking facilities.
Mr Zakaria, who is also Chief Executive
of the Development and Commercial
Bank Berhad (D&C Bank), said the
bank had yet to decide when to inu-oduce
the interest-free scheme. 'The D&C Bank
is adopting a 'wait and see' attitude", he
added.

Unit Trust Scheme Spreads
Wings

T

abung Ittikal Arab-Malaysia,
Malaysia's first unit trust
scheme based on Islamic principles, is
set to spread its wings following its
earlier success in promoting the scheme
among Malaysian institutions.
Perceived as a second step in its
promotional campaign since the official
launch on January 12, Tabung Ittikal will
appoint 50 independent agents
throughout the counuy to promote the
fund among Muslims and non-Muslims.
This campaign will receive an added
boost from the 70 Arab-Malaysian
Finance branches which had recently been
appointed as marketing agents for Tabung
Ittikal. The fund is managed by ArabMalaysian Unit Trusts Berhad, which also
manages three other funds: ArabMalaysian Gilts, Arab-Malaysian First
Fund and the Malaysia Growth Fund.
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Arab-Malaysian Unit Trusts Chief
Executive Abdul HalimNoordin said
in an interview in Kuala Lumpur, that
he expected promotion of the fund
among individuals to be a success as
"Tabung Ittikal has all the necessary
ingredients to attract new unit holders."

The majority approved is from the
indusfrial, oil, palm, rubber and
property counters.

"Since its launch, the fund's net asset
value per unit has increased by 13.13
per cent, which on an annualised basis
is a 30.91 per cent rise. The highest
selling price achieved was RM1.15
and the buying price R M 1.11". (The
net asset value is calculated by
adding cash, invesunent in
securities, deposits with approved
institutions, minus the liabilities. The
issue price i s R M 1).
Mr Abdul Halim said the greater
accessibihty of the fund to individual
Muslims and non-Muslims through
the Arab-Malaysian Finance branches
would mean that these individuals
would be able to transact the units more
frequently.

However, the manager's portion may
not exceed one per cent of the mean
value of the fund at the beginnning and
end of each accrued period.

"We are targeting individuals in
Kelantan, Tereganu and Pahang
initially. We have akeady sent letters
to inform potential customers. We also
intend to advertise through television
and the radio" he added.
Mr Abdul Halim said he was happy
with the progress of the fund despite
the initial scepticism and consuaints
faced by its managers. He said that
when the fund first started there was
scepticism as to whether counters could
operate on true Islamic principles, as
well as the problem of whether the fund
could give competitive returns. "We
have managed to answer all these
critics, and we believe there is much
potential for the fund to grow in view of
the country's rapid indusfrialisation."
The managers of the fund have a
Shariah committee, comprising of
three individuals who are experts on
Islamic jurisprudence, to decide on
permissible counters. As of the end of
February, the committee has approved
of 213 of the 371 counters on the Kuala
Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE),
including 46 second board counters.
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Operating according to the profit
sharing concept, the fund disuibutes 80
per cent of the net income to the holders
and the balance to the managers.

Saudi Arabia
Chinese Islamic Trade

provides religious education. Its overriding
aim is to suengthen the business and
commercial interests of the Chinese
Muslims.
The Association' s FYesident Mr Muhammad
Jin said that the Muslims in Jinan "have a
deep affection for their brothers in Saudi
Arabia and as such they are pleased to make
this contact."
The delegation met top officials at the Jeddah
Chamber of Commerce and Indusuy and a
number of businessmen, as well as officials
from the Islamic Development Bank. After
visitingRiyadh.the delegation will go to the
UAE. - Arab News.

Team Visit

A

three-member Islamic
economy and trade delegation
from Jinan city in Shandong
province, China, have visited Saudi
Arabia in a bid to pinpoint trade
opportunities and build up economic
relations with the kingdom.
"We are here to seek uade opportunities
and encourage economic and uade links
for future cooperation between our two
countries" said Mr L i , head of the
delegation.
The delegation represents the Islamic
Association of Jinan, which has about
100,000 members and a ten-member
board of directors. The Association
owns the Islamic IndusUial company,
takes care of mosques in the city and

IDB Organises Morabaha
Facility
n an agreement signed in
Bahrain, the Islamic
Development Bank (IDB), in its capacity
as administer of the Islamic Banks'
Portfolio, has raised a one year US
$100m syndicated Morabaha financing
for the National Refinery Limited.

I

The facility is guarantied by Pakistan's
Cenual Bank, the State Bank of Pakistan,
and will be used for the Govemment of
Pakistiin to purchase cmde oil from an IDB
member slate.
The IDB will act as principal Modareb,
with co-Modarebs being the Arab
PcUoleum Investments Corporation, the
Dubai Islamic Bank, the Faysal Islamic

DATA V I E W COMPUTERS & APPLICATIONS
155, King's Cross Road, London W C I X 9BN
Tel: 071-278 5629 Fax: 071-833 3970
Apple Macs, I B M compatible computers, computer cepairs and
upgrading.
New 486 DX/SX and 386 DX/SX systems available at very competitive
prices with one year warranty.
Computer parts including: motherboards, hard drives, memories, floppy
drives, cases with PSU, keyboards, mouse, monitors, display cards,
printers, scanners tape streamers and floptical drives.
Training on all major software packages in English/Arabic.
Systems can be customised to speciflc requirements.
Data base derived applications written and uaining given.
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Bank of Bahrain, Islamic Investment
Company of the Gulf, the National
Bank of Pakistan (Bahrain) and the
National Bank of Pakistan (London).

Russian Centtal Bank and demands that
the states adjust their tax, banking and
credit policies.

Participating institutions include ABC
Invesunent Services, A l Ahli
Commercial Bank, A l Baraka Islamic
Investment Bank, A l Ubaf Arab
International Bank, Arab Petroleum
Investment Corporation, Bahrain
Islamic Bank, Beit Ettamwil Al Saudi
Al Tunisi, Citibank, Dubai Islamic
Bank, Faysal Islamic Bank of Egypt,
Faysal Islamic Bank of Bahrain,
Islamic Bank's Portfolio (IBP), Islamic
Development Bank (IDB), Islamic
Invesunent Company of the Gulf,
Kuwait Finance House, National Bank
of Pakistan (Bahrain) and the National
Bank of Pakistan (London).

• Ringltt Becoming Internationalised. Offshore demand for Malaysia's
currency has grown, with demand
coming from financial cenues as far
away as Europe.

Turkey

Malaysia

Banking sources said that offshore
centres like London, Frankfurt, and
Hong Kong are Uading in the ringiu and
in many cases the amount traded is very
large, despite Bank Negara's reluctance
to internationalise the currency.
One of the reasons cited forlhe growth in
demand is that many investors believe
that the ringitt is undervalued, given the
country's robusteconomic performance
over the past seven years. - Business
Times

• Foreign Direct Investment Increases.
Developing counuies of East Asia,
especially those that are members of ASEAN,
were the main recipients in 1992 of a large
inflow of foreign direct invesunent, seeking
low cost labour and natural resources, the
United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTD) has said.
The counUnes have also benefited from the
fact that uaditional export of manufactures,
the newly indusfrialised economies, have
lost most of the attractiveness to Japanese
investors because of rising domestic
production costs and currency appreciations.
UNCTD said in its 1993 Trade and
Development Report that Malaysia and
Indonesia were among the major recipients
of foreign investment.
Money had been poured into the
manufacturing indusUy instead of being - as
in the past - desfined mainly for the
exploitation of natural resources. As a result

OIC Meets in Istanbul

T

he permanent committee for
the Organisation of Islamic
Conference (OIC) for Economic
and Commercial Cooperation
(COMEC) made up of the Economic
Ministers of the OIC's member
states have met in Istanbul to
study its annual report and discuss
I how best to meet the demands of their
i economies.
The Ministers will also discuss a report
prepared by the Islamic Chamber of
Commerce and IndusUy on the role of
i the private sector in upgrading the
• functions of the permanent committee.
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of the investment the dependence of
these coimtries on primary exports has
been much diminished. -Bemama.
• Bank Charges Discussed. The
Chairman of the Association of Banks
Malaysia ( A B M ) M r Zakaria has
proposed that a charge be levied on
several banking services. M r Zakaria
said in an interview recently that the
proposal was still being considered
by the Centtal Bank but declined to
elaborate further.
Last year, the A B M had requested that
banks be allowed to levy charges on
certain services like the use of
automated teller machines and cheques
to cover high operational costs.
• Need for CapitalFinancing. When
asked to comment on the ArabMalaysian Merchant Bank Berhad
Chairman Tan Sri Azman Hashim's
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suggestion that Malaysian banks should
form a consortium to provide funds to
encourage reverse investment activities,
the Chairman of the Association of Banks
Malaysia (ABM) Mr Zakaria said he did
not beUeve that there was a need to do so.
"Banks usually team up to provide
massive financing, either for local
ventures or investment overseas", he
said.
Some economists have commented that
the growth in reverse investment by
Malaysian companies was hindered by
problems in securing capital financing.
They claim that most banks are not keen
to provide loans to finance overseas
investments due to thehighrisksinvolved.
However, Mr Zakaria disagreed, saying
that the loans given were based on their
creditworthiness.
" I f a company has good credit rating, I
don't see why it should face any ttouble

in getting loans. Banks are always ready to do
business with such firms", he said.

Saudi Arabia
• Record Rise for Exports. Saudi Arabia's
exports registered a record increase of 40 per
cent in 1991, wh ile its imports rose by 27 per
cent during the year, according to a report
issued by the Saudi Seaports Authority.
Non-Gulf Arab countties received about 50
per cent of the Kingdom's exports of food
products while the non-Islainic south-east
Asian states received 50 per cent of refined
petroleum products.
• Riyadh Hosts 7th Medical Trade Show.
Saudi Medicare '94 will take place from
November 6-10, 1994 at the Riyadh
Exhibition Centte. The international Uade
exhibition caters for the hospital supplies
and medical equipment, and has become
established as the leading health care and
ttade exhibition in the Middle East.
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OVER ISO ILLUSTRATIONS IN FULL COLOUR
EXCLUSIVE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
EMINENT SCHOLARS AND SPEaAUSTS

DIVERSITY IS OUR STRENGTH
— our growth speaks for itself
Beximco's 18 Companies employing over 6,500 persons
having total turnover of Taka 2.5 billion and total assets
exceeding Taka one billion are engaged in industrial
manufacturing, construction activities and international
trading.
We are involved in marine food export, shrimp farming,
pharmaceuticals, agro-chemicals, garments, computers,
soil investigation, foundation and piling works, deep
tubewell drilling, bridges, superstructure and road
building, hydraulic structure and general construction,
besides being the world's largest jute yarn manufacturer.
We also handle over 3.5% of Bangladesh's total export.
We welcome co-operation with others for technological
joint ventures and for investment in new activities.
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